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N                     ow that you've taken aligned action to make your
business dreams a reality, and successfully launched your
business, program, or service, you need to focus on creating
repeated success by making more sales. 

In business, as in life, we sometimes experience a downturn in
the economy, a recession hits, or we find that we don't have the
money available to us to purchase equipment or take a course or
buy a program that we know will greatly help our business. 

The spells that follow will help you do
just that...
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Selling Stage
Spells to help you make

sales & Recover from Loss



Carefully add the stone chips into the bottle, followed by the herbs.

If you are using sand or glitter, add them next.

As you're doing so, chant:

Place the bottle on your window sill in your home office or place of

business so it can charge under the full moon.

The next day shake it up gently to activate and keep it on a shelf or

your desk in your workspace.

Allow it to recharge under every Full Moon thereafter.

"By my work and my energy,

I know my business will succeed.

As time flows, so my business grows."
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Business Success Spell
Bottle

What to do:

You will need:
A small bottle with a cork top

An assortment of the following stones and crystals: Pyrite,

Goldstone, Green Aventurine, Green Calcite, Red Agate, Tigers

Eye.

A pinch of the following herbs: Bay Leaves, Chamomile, Cloves,

Lavender, Patchouli.

Optional: gold or silver sand or glitter

Timing:
Full Moon



Health & Wealth Spell

Your latest paystub, or order

receipt

A small wood box
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What to do:

You will need:

Timing:
During the moon's first or second quarter

1/2 a cup of fresh mint or

spearmint leaves

3 Vitamin C tablets

Line the wood box with the mint or spearmint leaves.

Next place your paystub or your latest order receipt into

the box.

Add the 3 Vitamin C tablets on top of the paper.

Close the box while saying:

Keep the box on your bedside table, or on your desk in

your office, and knock on it first thing in the morning and

last thing at night.

"Enough! Enough! From now my life's no longer tough!

Money and time come my way,

Health and joy at work and play."



Walk around your home office or shop, beginning from outside the

front door facing inwards and gently shake the wind chime

clockwise while saying:

Next, do and say the same thing with the candle.

Next, do and say the same thing while sprinkling the water in a

clockwise direction.

Allow the candle to burn down.

Cut off the flower's head and place it in the bowl of water.

Place the bowl in the center of the room until the flower withers.

Hang up the wind chime on the inside of your main entry door and

give it a ring at the start of every day thereafter.

"Stir the energies within, free from worry this week shall begin. On a

high note it will end, success and prosperity inward send"

Stirring up the
Energies during a slow

sales period Spell

A small wind chime

A bowl of water
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What to do:

You will need:

Timing:
Sunday

A white flower

A tealight candle on a plate



Light the incense stick and using it like a pen, draw clockwise in

spirals in the air around the printout/brochure, dollar signs, saying:

Next, write the exact amount you need, the name of the item, and

the dollar amount in large smoking letters over the

printout/brochure, while repeating the chant above.

Put the incense outside and allow it to burn away on its own.

Then, using your index finger, in the air write the dollar amount all

over the printout/brochure, whilst repeating the same chant above.

"Cosmos, I call in enough money for this need, {the name of what you

want the money for}, is all I seek, precisely and no more. I will repay

in kindness, enough and no more by {date} may I find"

Acquiring Money for
a Biz Expense or to pay

for a Course Spell

1 Incense stick of either sage, frankincense, or cedar

A printout or brochure of the the item or course you wish to have

the money to purchase
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What to do:

You will need:

Timing:
Noon



First thing in the morning, light the candle and then use it to light

the first incense stick.

Pass the Tiger's Eye around the flame of the candle clockwise 3x,

saying:

Allow the incense stick to burn out, but blow out the candle.

Repeat everything on the second morning using the second incense

stick.

Repeat everything again on the third morning with the third incense

stick, but this time keep the candle burning.

Place the Tiger's Eye in front of the candle, and holding the incense

stick like a pen, write in the air above them: Prosperity Returns

Once More, Even Better Than Before

Let the candle burn down naturally.

Carry the Tiger's Eye in the small pouch

"I call upon the power of flame, to turn this loss into gain. Prosperity

please return again, even better than before"

Restore Prosperity
After A Financial

Loss Spell

1 gold or brown candle

1 Tiger's Eye crystal
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What to do:

You will need:

Timing:
Sunday, Monday, AND Tuesday, or any other 3 consecutive days

3 Sandalwood or Frankincense Incense sticks

A small brown or gold pouch 


